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In early September 2012,  Federal
Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke, a man of
endless accommodation, drew a hard line

under the one thing he could not do to save
the US economy. Bernanke told the press:

“If the ‘fiscal cliff’ isn’t addressed … I don’t
think our tools are strong enough to offset the
effects of a major fiscal shock.”

The ‘fiscal cliff’ is a political problem cre-
ated by Congress out of the budget impasse
of 2011. In order to raise the budget ceiling,
Congress passed the Budget Control Act that
has mutated into what we now call the ‘fiscal
cliff’. Specifically, shortly after 1 January 2013,
unless Congress intervenes beforehand,
three things will happen: 

1. Implementation of $100 billion of 
automatic spending cuts; 

2. the demise of the Bush era tax cuts that have 
served as a crutch for the weak economy; and 

3. the expiry of Obama’s two percent payroll-tax
holiday.

Combined, these spending cuts and tax hikes are
enormous, amounting to a contraction of $750 billion or
five percent of US GDP (Deutsche Bank’s analysis). The
Committee for a Responsible Federal Budget and the
Congressional Budget Office both expect that a recession
would immediately follow if Congress fails to act.

A sharply divided legislature would need to choose
between reneging on fiscal promises designed to pla-
cate lenders or brokering a politically treacherous sub-
stitute deal in a condensed time frame. US policy
makers have an easy way out given the US’ haven sta-
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tus. This all but guarantees that the lame-duck Congress
and Obama will agree to forgo the austerity that makes
up the ‘fiscal cliff ’ as they are not likely to suffer for
doing so. Indeed, should they fail to agree on a prag-
matic course, the political class would trigger such eco-
nomic carnage that the citizenry would throw everyone
out of office in the mid-term elections two years hence. 

The ‘fiscal cliff’, therefore, comes down to a choice
between kicking the can into 2014 at no political cost or
not doing so at damagingly high cost. 

We will not be surprised if the President and
Congress choose the former. In the end, Congress and
the President will make a deficit deal on a scale and in a
time that are politically viable. They will not force the US
into a huge economic contraction just to prove a point.
We hope! 

This literature does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to purchase any security and cannot disclose all risks and significant elements of such a purchase. BIAS’ services are only for
suitable investors who are able to bear a loss of their investment plus any undistributed profits. Important information including, but not limited to risks, fees and conflicts of interest, are presented in BIAS’
FORM ADV or the Fund’s Information Memorandum. Examine the information contained in BIAS’ FORM ADV or the Fund’s Information Memorandum carefully before deciding to invest. Information has
been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy and completeness, and the opinions based thereon, are not guaranteed and no responsibility is assumed for errors and omissions.
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Central bankers have forced bond yields to such
artificially and historically low levels that re-
turns on fixed income portfolios have been dis-

appointingly low.  Further as interest rates persist at
these low levels and coupon payments remain at low
levels, the sensitivity of bond prices to interest
changes increases. In other words, with interest
rates at such levels the likelihood of higher interest
rates—and consequently lower bond prices—in the
future increases.

During this period of disappointing bond yields, div-
idend paying stocks have moved into what we consider
“the sweet spot” of investing.  Whereas in previous
decades fixed income securities were purchased for in-
come, coupon payments are now so low that blue chip
companies like Royal Dutch Shell and AT&T are paying
far more on dividend payments than they do on their
medium term debt issuance  (See Figure A below) even
after taking account of tax withheld at source.

Figure A:  Equities for Yield

So the focus at BIAS in recent years has been dividend
paying stocks which have a history of maintaining and
increasing income distributions to its shareholders.
Fixed income securities should now be used for capital
preservation purposes, but dividend paying stocks, con-
trolled for consistency of payment, do provide an oppor-
tunity for recovering income flow into the portfolio
whilst giving potential for capital appreciation.
Moreover, an investment portfolio entirely invested in
fixed income securities presents some risk when one

considers that in a rising rate environment, bond prices
will fall.

The Fed Model (See Figure B) compares S&P 500
earnings yield against the US Treasury Ten-Year bond
yield.  When Ten-Year Treasury yields are well in excess
of earnings yields on the S&P 500 Blue Chip stocks, as
in the years 1983 to 1994, we say that stocks are over-
priced relative to US Treasures.  Alternatively during the
years from 1980 to 1982 as well as since 2011, stocks
were under-priced on a yield basis relative to the Ten-
Year Treasury.  Although these anomalies can persist for
some time, history has shown that they provide rich op-
portunities when yield disparities are at their extremes.

Figure B:  The Fed Model

In 1998 Credit Suisse First Boston (CSFB) initiated a
study to measure extremes of investor sentiment.  Of in-
terest to BIAS is how the extremes of investor sentiment
signal turning points of stock market performance as in-
dicated by the S&P 500 (See Figure C). Specifically, ex-
tremely negative sentiment, as shown by a global risk
appetite (GRA) score in excess of negative 3, was fol-
lowed by strong rallies in the stock market.  We see this
in 2002, 2008/9, and more recently in 2011.

At present GRA hovers slightly above the panic
stage which tells us that stocks are reasonably valued
(because sentiment remains somewhat negative) and
that any deterioration in sentiment near term could re-
sult in a strong upward movement in the broad stock
indices thereafter.  Many stocks in the S&P 500 do not
pay dividends and those that do tend to fare better in
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Dividend Yield
Gross Net

6.06% 4.24%

4.67% 3.27%

4.64% 3.25%

3.59% 2.51%

5 Year*
Bond Yield

1.37%

1.21%

1.09%

0.77%

Yield Pick-Up
vs. Net

+287bps

+215bps

+355bps

+174bps

Equities for Yield

The Overlooked Sweetspot for Investing

* Source: Bloomberg 09/06/12; 5-year Bond Yield

*
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Equities

Continued weak economic growth in both
the developed and emerging economies

did not affect the equity markets as most in-
dices rose nicely in the Third Quarter 2012.
Regionally we maintained our over weighted
positions in the US, UK, and Scandinavian
countries. On a sector basis, we decreased
our exposure to the growth dependant
Industrial and Materials sectors and de-
ployed the capital into high dividend paying
stocks. Our picks include UK based global
property, casualty, and specialty insurer RSA
PLC and Atlantia S.p.A an Italian based
global operator of toll roads and bridges.  

Fixed Income

We chose to hold duration in line with
that of our benchmark in the Third

Quarter. We positioned our corporate bonds
on the shorter-end of the yield curve where
they offered relatively better returns,
whereas our Treasury holdings had longer
maturities. Proceeds from maturing bonds
were re-invested in four-to-five year maturi-
ties to improve the portfolio’s yield as we ex-
pect interest rates to stay low for quite some
time. We maintained our positions in better-
yielding Canadian dollar and Norwegian
krone-denominated bonds.

Currencies

Although our positions in the Canadian
dollar, Australian dollar, and Norwegian

krone remain unchanged, we were fully
hedged on the krone and aussie. We upped
the Canadian dollar hedge by 25 percent to
three quarters of our position after the
loonie increased to parity against the US
dollar. We reduced our hedge against the
euro to 50 percent of our exposure to that
currency as a result of ECB actions late in the
Third Quarter. 

Certain statements contained within this literature are forward
looking statements including, but not limited to, statements that
are predications of or indicate future events, trends, plans, or
objectives. Undue reliance should not be placed on such state-
ments because by their nature they are subject to known and
unknown risks and uncertainties. Actual results could differ ma-
terially from projected results due to numerous factors, many of
which are beyond our control.

Strategy Wrap
Figure C: CSFB’s Global Risk Appetite 
And the S&P 500 Index

good and bad times.  All of this leads us at BIAS to believe that the
place to be during times of negative GRA is in stocks that have a
discipline of regularly returning capital to investors in the form of
dividends. This is proven by a review of the performance of our
Dividend Income Strategy for various time periods up to August
31, 2012.  The outperformance relative to the S&P Global 1200 has
been outstanding.

Indeed in assessing BIAS’ own dividend income strategy, per-
formance well exceeded that of the broad stock indices as indicated
below (See Figure D).

Figure D: BIAS Global Dividend Income Strategy 
Versus S&P Global 1200

In addition to the greater return benefits, dividend income strategies
have provided a lower level of risk than the broad stock indices. All
this argues for a higher allocation to equities in investment portfo-
lios focused on stocks that have consistently maintained or in-
creased dividends over an extended period of time. 

Performance*        YTD      1-Year    2-Years     3-Years     5-Years

31-Aug-12                        Cumulative    Cumulative    Cumulative

Dividend Strategy      12.92%    17.41%     40.76%      69.20%      45.70%

S&P Global 1200 Index    10.31%     8.95%      24.74%      27.96%      -5.10%

Performance

Global Risk Appetite

S&P 500

In 1982 the GRA predicts
recovery in the S&P 500

In 2002 the GRA 
predicts recovery in 
the S&P 500

In 2008 Bottom the GRA 
predicts recovery in 
Advance
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* Based on back-test of BIAS’ quantitative model rebalanced annually.
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Management Commentary low highRisk:

Management Commentary low highRisk:

Management Commentary low highRisk:

The BIAS Global Balanced lagged the blended benchmark
despite being overweight equities. Regionally, the Fund’s
overweight to the German stock market helped returns,
whilst the overweight to US and UK equities weighed on re-
sults. Sector performance was incoherent as both cyclical
and defensive groups held the top spots. The Fund’s corpo-
rate bonds delivered strong results owing to high demand
for top-rated issuers, as did the Fund’s longer dated
Treasuries. Currency exposure in the Fund was largely
hedged and thus, only affected performance at the margin.

The BIAS Short Duration Income Fund posted a positive re-
sult and readily outperformed the CITI 1-3 year Treasury
benchmark in the Third Quarter 2012. The Fund’s strong per-
formance was a result of holding three-to-five year
Treasuries, whose prices rose more than shorter-dated ones.
Additionally, the Fund’s corporate bonds delivered strong re-
sults owing to high demand for top-rated issuers and their
better yields relative to Treasuries. The Fund’s currency ex-
posure was mostly hedged over the Quarter and only af-
fected performance on the margin.

BIAS Global Equities Fund delivered positive absolute returns
for the Third Quarter 2012 although the Fund lagged the S&P
1200 Global Index on a relative basis. Most frustrating was
the lack of a consistent theme in the period. Regionally,
Germany was the standout performer, while the US and UK
lagged. Sector performance came from a mix of cyclical and
defensive groups as the Fund’s overweights in Telecom,
Utilities, and Industrials hurt returns as did the underweight
to Finance and Health Care.  

www.biasglobalportfolios.comwww.biasglobalportfolios.com

Performance

Performance Q3/12 1-Year 2-Year 3-Year Since Incept.
(Annualized) (Annualized) (Annualized)

Equities Fund 3.83% 11.05% 1.53% 3.50% -2.26%

Benchmark 6.14% 18.82% 4.78% 4.98% -1.67%

Benchmark:* S&P Global 1200 Index        Inception Date: December 29, 2006

Performance

Performance Q3/12 1-Year 2-Year 3-Year Since Incept.
(Annualized) (Annualized) (Annualized)

Balanced Fund 2.94% 9.76% 2.30% 4.21% 1.03%

Benchmark 3.91% 12.15% 4.27% 5.06% 1.63%

Benchmark: Blended Composite* ** Inception Date: December 29, 2006

Performance

Performance Q3/12 1-Year 2-Year 3-Year Since Incept.
(Annualized) (Annualized) (Annualized)

Short Duration 0.50% 0.56% 0.04% 1.63% 2.06%

Benchmark 0.26% 0.54% 0.85% 1.39% 3.21%

Benchmark: Citigroup 1-3yr Treas Index  Inception Date: December 29, 2006
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Global Equities Fund

Global Balanced Fund

Short Duration Income Fund

*Prior to April 1, 2012 benchmark was FTSE World Equity Index.

*60% S&P Global 1200 Index/ 20% Citigroup 1-3Yr Treas. Index/ 20% Citigroup 3-7 Yr Treas. Index
** Prior to April 1, 2012 benchmark was FTSE World Equity Index.




